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Observations from Ohio

plate i

plate ii

plate iii

I remember seeing cattails swaying in the wind.
During the winter, some of the cattails bend
and hunch together under the weight of the
snow like birds nestled together.
you and i are like cattails in winter
Your feet
my body next to yours
feeling your warm hairy skin against mine,
protecting me from the cold
When did I know you? When did you know
me? Did it begin with the tap on the screen,
the hello, the clicking of my heels?
the deeper I go into you, the more I know my
self
I find my own sort of paradise, peeling back
the layers of you and me like stripping the bark
on a tree.

opposite page plate iv

Friend of Dorothy
Coming Back to Earth & The Fence

Friend of Dorothy
Coming Back to Earth

I used to pick dandelions in my sister’s Dorothy dress from an old Halloween costume. The dress
is the same color as the summer skies in the Ohio I grew up. Sitting in a patch of emerald green
grass, I’d pick weeds while my sister practiced pitching softball with my father. I remember
those days feeling the wind moving through the blades of grass, hearing the tug and pull of the
dandelion leaving the earth with its shallow roots sprinkling dirt on the ground.

At an early age the Wizard of Oz held a special place in my little boy heart
and still grows to this day as my hairline recedes, and I come to understand my
place as a queer man in my mid-twenties. Being a boy growing in the Midwest,
in Ohio—the so-called heart of America— I envied Dorothy’s ability to travel
to this distant technicolor world with the strangest, most wonderful creatures
I had ever seen. I saw parts of myself in Dorothy, in her wanting to stay in Oz
but at the same time wanting to go back to land she grew up in. As a young boy,
I witnessed how tightknit and precious these rural and agricultural American
communities of people can be when connected to each other and the land. Yet
fairly quickly, I began to realize that those connections can become unwound
or even severed for people like me and other members of society that are seen
as Others in the often overwhelmingly white, heterosexual and conservative
communities.
It is no surprise that as a young queer person in rural America, I identified with
Dorothy. I too sought a world other than my own. In fact, Dorothy being an
plate v

orphan herself, taken under the care of Auntie Em and Uncle Henry present

another harsh reality that for most queers, not just those brought up in rural
areas: they are forced out of their homes they grew up in or are made strangers within their home making them seek a home elsewhere. Though Baum
never explicitly discusses why Dorothy was orphaned, the reason rural queers
are exiled from their families is often due the varying levels of homophobia
presented in these communities. The roots of this homophobia are not always
readily apparent. For some families, conservative Christian values influenced by
biased readings of Biblical passages inform this homophobia, others it is due to
queerness' implied violation of gender roles and disruption of traditional famililar and reproductive institutions that commonly upheld in rural communities.1
This ostracization informs a sense of otherness that haunt many rural queers
even as they migrate from their sepia-colored surrounding and exodus to their
own version of Oz, be it a different town, city, or country. But those who leave

Fig. 1 Friend of Dorothy, Record from Performance. Ruby slippers, custom fitted gingham
dress, wood, nails, and dyed socks. Performed on August 26th, 2020 in Mechanicsburg, OH.

the small town for the city often face similar oppression but perhaps less overtly.
The impetus to join the merry communities that cosmopolitan life afford
are understandable but what if I want to stay? I do not mean merely residing
physically in a small town with family but placing the rural as the location in
my consciousness of home. When trying to engage with these questions I find
myself encountering a sense of double alienation, a feeling of being out of place
both in the rural community and cosmopolitan-based queer communities. But
what if I wasn’t to choose between the country and the city and what would
that mean for me? Since both options present some level of oppression, there
is not a choice clear of woe. If somewhere over the rainbow is the place where
“troubles melt like lemon drops”, the rainbow must be the bridge between the

bodies. One of the foremost symbols of LGBTQ+ Pride, it is a meteorological
phenomenon that depends on the refraction, reflection of light on water drops
suspended in the atmosphere.2 This transformation is an ephemeral moment
when things formerly invisible are rendered visible for all to see. I often think of
queerness in this light as something that we are privileged to see only sometimes
making queerness something we are always longing for. It is a utopic state of
community and belonging that “propels us onward[,]” as Jose Esteban Muñoz
would say, because the world is not enough, Kansas is not enough.3 Much like
Muñoz’s description of queerness, the Christian tradition is built upon the
hope for restoration, waiting for Christ to come back from Heaven and take

world of woe and paradise.
In fact, the rainbow occupies an interstitial space between the world and celestial
1Halberstam, In a Queer Time and Place,1.

2 Wells, "The Science of Rainbows" Smithsonian Science Education Center, 19 Oct. 2016, ssec.si.edu/
stemvisions-blog/science-rainbows."

3 Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, New York University Press, 2009, 1.

their chosen people to Paradise. Often Heaven is labelled home in the Christian

heaven and earth blurs. These are instants where my troubles do melt like lemon

imagination. The hymn “I’m But a Stranger” pronounces that all believers are

drop: the smell of freshly cut hay in a field nearby, seeing a baby goat’s tail wiggle

strangers and that Heaven is their true home and earth is a “desert drear.” This

while he nurses his mother, or making love behind the barn. These are moments

places Heaven or true home as a place we are seeking beyond this world. Though

on earth when something else comes into focus.

it is ironic that the heterosexual Christian label themselves as outsiders in the
world while having upheld systems of colonialism, racism, and homophobia
throughout American history , situating Christian ideas of Heaven and Muñoz’s
utopia as one in the same may act as a salve for the queer.
How does a queer find home or are they always meant to be homeward bound
with no destination? What makes the film the Wizard of Oz so palpable and
moving is that despite seeing what lies beyond the rainbow, Dorothy says
“There is no place like home” tapping into the American sentiment and fetishization of the ideal home. Alan Sinfield writes that home in queer consciousness
is always deferred4. Much of my thoughts on Oz as a heavenly place are shaped
by the film though it ultimately roots the existence of Oz as a place dreamt up
by Dorothy after bumping her head. However, in the original Baum books, Oz
is a very real place. If possible, I’d like to situate my discussion between the
space of the book and the film, positing Oz as a place to be realized in the way
that Heaven is realized (or to be realized) in the Christian tradition. I want to
consider Dorothy’s experience of Oz as a vision and prophecy not a dream. Such
a spiritual vision–perhaps utopic vision– allows the see-er the opportunity to
see beyond this world and see the possibility for hope.
Perhaps the most radical thing to do is to embrace the tension, being between
the heavens and earth. Maybe regardless of identity, sometimes the earth is not
enough but there are moments I’ve experienced where the distance between
4 Sinfield, ‘Diaspora and hybridity. Queer identity and the ethnicity model’, 103.

Friend of Dorothy
The Fence

A couple years back, I was re-watching the Wizard of Oz, the initial scene of
Dorothy balancing on the fence of the pigsty captivated me. Here she was in a
state of limbo, only to fall into the pen with the hogs to be rescued by one of
the farmhands. This instance of limbo resonated with me as I thought of my
own feelings in-betweenness, feeling of being out of place in rural Ohio and
cosmopolitan spaces. In the summer of 2020, I decided to build a fence and
restage that scene from the movie on my family’s farm in Ohio. I had a blue
gingham dress custom fitted for me and bought a pair of ruby slippers in the
biggest size I could find. I wanted to build the fence in the dress to consider my
own relationship to my father, who throughout my life, built fences for homes
in addition to his main occupation operating machinery, building bridges on
highways across the Ohio.
In addition to wearing the dress to emulate Dorothy, I was interested in how
wearing a costume can conceal my physical body while revealing a deeper, truer
part of myself: my queerness. I was interested in the question: when does an act
or gesture become queer? Though the act of building the fence was “queered”
with the addition of the dress coded as femininize, that not where the queering
ends. The dress links the gesture to another world, Oz making the act "a doing"
in anticipation for something new. It is this connection to another world that
circles back to my earlier discussion of utopia and heaven. To be queer is to be
of in-between places, not just gender but also between the there and not there
(not yet there), the material and immaterial, dream and reality.
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By recording the performance, I wanted to provide evidence of this queer
gesture. Muñoz writes about the troubled relationship queer people have with
evidence, as “evidence of queerness has been used to penalize and discipline
queer, desires, connections, and acts” In the rural spaces where I grew up, the
issue of evidence of queerness is still as prevalent. Effeminate mannerisms,
dressing with clothes some code as “gay”, can confirm one’s own queerness
leading to interrogating looks to harassment or worse. The title of the work,
“Friend of Dorothy” is derived from the popular phrase used in the past for gay
men to identify themselves in straight company, evading explicit evidence of
queerness asking: "Are you a Friend of Dorothy?" This spurred my attention
to the tension between the visible and invisible—in terms of queerness—in my
own work and my day-to-day movements in rural spaces.
After the performance, I sought to translate the experiences and sensations felt
in the performance for the viewer. I began reliving the performance in memory.
The moments that stayed with me holding the nail while nailing the boards to

Fig. 3 Friend of Dorothy. 2020. Glazed white stoneware and rusty nail
with video. 2020 15.5 x 15 x 3in.

Fig. 2 Still from Friend of Dorothy. Ruby slippers, custom fitted gingham dress,

Fig. 4 Detail of i picked cattails and dandelions for you. 2020 Acrylic, foil,
and glazed on white stoneware with rusty nail and video. 14 x 15 x 1 in

wood, nails, and dyed socks. Performed on August 26th, 2020 in Mechanicsburg, OH.

the logs , feelinng the wind move through the the grass, and the grasping the
worn barnwood. In wanting to focus the viewer’s attention to these moments,
I began considering the idea of framing recalling ceramic kitsch frames I
grew up with. The edge of these frames would hold sculpted elements like
human figures, flowers or cartoon characters surrounding family photographs.
Working with this idea, I created ceramic frames to hold screens displaying the
performances (see Fig. 3, 4). Using clay allowed me to bring the physicality back
to the viewer. The process of making the frames, carving away, painstakingly
copying barnwood, provided me a space to meditate on the performances and
the materials I was replicating. In each of the frames, I included a remnant of a
nail from the 0riginal fence like a reliquary holding a sacred object.

Fig. 5 Still from Friend of Dorothy. Ruby slippers, custom fitted gingham dress,
wood, nails, and dyed socks. Performed on August 26th, 2020 in Mechanicsburg, OH.

Stripping the Bark

I thought of the soul as resembling a castle, formed
of a single diamond or a very transparent crystal, and
containing many rooms, just as in heaven there are
many mansions.
Rarely do we reflect upon what gifts our souls may
possess, Who dwells within them, or how extremely
precious they are. Therefore we do little to preserve
their beauty; all our care is concentrated on our bodies,
which are but the coarse setting of the diamond, or the
outer walls of the castle.
Saint Teresa of Avila
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Stripping the Bark

The Friend of Dorothy series led me further consider the idea of costuming and
camouflage. Wearing a costume like the Dorothy dress, being in drag, is an act
of concealment but was also a revelation. Wearing the dress and building the
fence in the landscape made visible my queerness. Growing up in rural Ohio
as a white man, I have the privilege to hide parts of myself by policing my
mannerisms, lowering my voice thereby concealing any gestures that would
mark me feminine. I am interested in the tension between revealing and
concealing, in what parts we chose to keep hidden and which parts come out.
In the ceramic frames of the Friend of Dorothy series, I mimicked the surface
of worn barn wood by scraping and painting the clay. The trompe-l’oeil effect
became another form of camouflage but instead of covering myself, I cover
the clay body with a painted imitation of wood. I began recreating tree trunks,
adding gingham patterns and images beneath the bark, creating the effect that
the bark itself is unraveling like a flower in bloom (see fig. 5). The tree in my
work is used as metaphor for the body and the peeling layers of bark are the
active parts being uncovered by the self. The bodily references to orifices such
Fig. 6 Edward Steffanni, you and i are like cattails in winter, Glazed
white stoneware with luster, china paint, laser decal, and litho
transfer. 18 x 8.5 x 5.5 in. 2021.

as the belly button and asshole are means for me to root my queer experience
back into nature while simultaneously intervening with painted landscapes,
printed patterns, confetti, or glitter. I’ve found working in ceramics using
screen print glaze transfer and china painting to be the perfect media because it
allows me to synthesize my interests in materiality and sculpture with painting
and printmaking.
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The interior world of my tree sculptures reflect the influence of Saint Teresa of
Avila’s writings on my spiritual journey of accepting and loving my queerness.
In the Interior Castle, Teresa writes that the best way to know God is by looking
inside oneself. Teresa’s fascinating imagination and poetic use of metaphor—she
thinks of the soul as a castle constructed out of single diamond, and containing
seven mansions—has been inspirational for my most recent performances. I
am drawn to her spiritual concept of nature where she relates the soul to a
butterfly ascending to heaven, having been set free from its cocoon through
meditation and prayer.1 The butterfly, in shedding its cocoon, finds no repose on
earth, and instead depends on God for grace. Out of clay, I created a headpiece
resembling a nest layered with images of gingham, dandelions, roots (see Fig. 7 ).
In the performance I feel my way through the forest, struggling as the headpiece
limits my vision. Crawling on the forest floor, I approach a church pew where I

Fig.. 8 Still from performance. Performed in Barrington, RI with ceramic headpiece, honey, mason jar,
church pew, straw and cattails from Ohio. May 1st, 2021

remove the mask revealing my face covered
in silver confetti that reflects the sky.
Performance has been a crucial way for me
to explore my own body’s relation to my
environment whether that be in landscapes
in Ohio or elsewhere. Pouring honey,
balancing on a fence, running my fingers
over knots in trees, moving my bare feet
from dry dirt to damp grass—these wordless
gestures resonate with me, allowing my body
to become fully consumed by the sensations
of my surroundings. These moments of
1 D'Avila, Interior Castle. Dover Publications 73.
Fig. 7 Edward Steffanni, Glazed white stoneware with luster. 15.5 x 6.5 x 5.5 in. 2021

Fig.. 9 Still from performance. Performed in Barrington, RI with ceramic headpiece, honey, mason
jar, church pew, straw and cattails from Ohio. May 1st, 2021

interrelating with the earth motivate me to create ceramic pieces as I seek to
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